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Title of  Option

Further review of the Corporate Asset and Facilities Management (CAFM) service.
1.

Brief Description

It is anticipated that a further review of CAFM would generate additional savings of £1M in 2014/15 
and future years.

2.

Rationale For This Option

The CAFM budget is still in the process of being transferred to the Economy and Environment 
directorate and discussions are taking place with the appropriate staff in directorates that will result 
in the appropriate premises and related budgets being transferred to the CAFM budget for the 
start of the 2013/14 financial year. 

Although the budget for the service will not be known until later in the year, it is likely to be in the 
region of £8M and it is anticipated that a fundamental review will realise further savings of £1M per 
annum.

3.

Implementation Strategy For This Option

It is worth noting that savings of £3M per annum have already been approved at previous Budget 
Councils in relation to CAFM and options are already being implemented or planned in respect of 
Projects, Design and Maintenance, Land and Property and improved use of Council assets that 
will deliver these savings in 2012/13 and future years. The additional saving of £1M detailed 
above will therefore have to be achieved from the remaining budget (currently estimated at £8M).

The new structure and staffing for the service will be in place for the start of the new financial year 
and many of these staff will be engaged on activities that will deliver the relevant savings.  In order 
to achieve further savings of £1M per annum it will be necessary to review all of the Council’s 
property portfolio and the services provided, including School and Other Catering, Building 
Cleaning, Design and Maintenance and Land and Property. The review will also have to focus on 
specific areas of the budget such as repair and energy costs.

Future years savings in the region of £1M will only be achieved if the Halifax Town Centre Office 
Strategy is delivered within the current timetable.

4.

5. Resource Implications

Directorate: Economy and Environment 2013/14

Staffing Costs 0
Running Costs 0
Other Costs 0
Increased Income 0
Less  Redundancy (if any) 0

0
0

-1,000,000
0
0

0
0

-1,000,000
0
0

Financial 

Detail £ £ £

Vacant Posts 0.0
Possible Redundancy 0.0
Possible Redundancy with Early Retirement 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Staffing
FTE FTE FTENo. No. No.

0 -1,000,000Total -1,000,000

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Total Posts

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Voluntary Early Retirement 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Less Early Retirement costs 0 0 0
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a) Which service area or function do the proposed savings relate to?

Directorate: Economy and Environment

1. What saving is being proposed?

b) What is the purpose, aim and known outcomes of this service or function?

Management of Council assets and facilities (CAFM).

c) Please provide details of the savings that are being proposed.

A further review of CAFM – it is anticipated that this will generate additional savings of £1M 
in 2014/15 and future years.

2. Legal Implications

a)   Will the proposed savings affect the Council's statutory duties to: 
-   eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation
-   advance equality of opportunity
-   foster good relations between different people from different groups

Yes/No/Potential: Potential

3. Identify Impacts

Will the proposal have a worse impact on any of the following groups of people than 

its impact on the population as a whole?

*Age Until the review is underway any impact on specific 
groups will not be known

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

Carers
*Disability
*Gender
*Race
*Religion or Belief

*Sexual Orientation

Socio-economic (e.g. 
people on low incomes)

Other (please state)

a) Service Delivery

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are eight protected characteristics people might 
have, which are listed below*).

*Gender Reassignment
*Pregnancy and Maternity

b) Employment Policy  Practices

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are nine protected characteristics our employees 
might have, which are listed below*).

NB: If posts are being deleted, please list how this may affect how the Council ensures that 
its workforce is reflective of the community we serve.  (Please note that if these numbers are 
so small it is important the individuals are not identified).

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

*Age Until the review is underway any impact on specific 
groups will not be known

*Disability

Final Budget Equality Impact Assessment
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4.   Managing or mitigating the impact

If you have identified any adverse impacts in section 3 are there any ways in 

which you could mitigate the impact - for example, by directing people to 

alternative services?

a)  How will you do this?
A service and workforce EIA will need to be conducted to identify any potential 
adverse impacts and establish any measures that could be introduced to mitigate 
them as specific areas of the budget are examined.

b)   Who will do it?
Management within the service area

c)   What are the resource implications?

Within existing budgets

*Disability
*Gender
*Gender Reassignment
*Pregnancy and Maternity
Marriage and Civil 
Partnership
*Race
*Religion or Belief
*Sexual Orientation

Justification - If no impact is found

5.   Consultation and Feedback

This EIA was published on the Council's Intranet and website as an initial budget EIA.  
Following publication it was consulted upon with staff, residents, Trades Unions, 
businesses and other stakeholders including members of the Equality Forum.  From the 
consultation no specific changes or additional actions were required.
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Title of  Option

Reduction in cost of Waste Collection Service.
1.

Brief Description

The Council’s existing Waste Collection contract expires in August 2015. It is anticipated at this 
point the service can be delivered to a new specification with potential for savings on current costs.

2.

Rationale For This Option

The service from 2015 could be specified with an aim of improving efficiencies within the collection 
service and procuring VFM.  The annual indexation of the cost schedule could be specified on a 
different basis and new innovations such as recycling gain share introduced.

3.

Implementation Strategy For This Option

This would be implemented in year 3 as a part year (from August)
4.

5. Resource Implications

Directorate: Economy and Environment 2013/14

Staffing Costs 0
Running Costs 0
Other Costs 0
Increased Income 0
Less  Redundancy (if any) 0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

-500,000
0
0

Financial 

Detail £ £ £

Vacant Posts 0.0
Possible Redundancy 0.0
Possible Redundancy with Early Retirement 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Staffing
FTE FTE FTENo. No. No.

0 0Total -500,000

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Total Posts

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Voluntary Early Retirement 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Less Early Retirement costs 0 0 0
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a) Which service area or function do the proposed savings relate to?

Directorate: Economy and Environment

1. What saving is being proposed?

b) What is the purpose, aim and known outcomes of this service or function?

Waste Management Service – to let the contract for the Borough’s waste and recycling 
collection service

c) Please provide details of the savings that are being proposed.

To re-negotiate the next contract for waste collection at a lower rate than current contract.
  
The Council’s existing Waste Collection contract expires in August 2015. The overall budget 
for the services is in the region of £8.4M for 2015/16. It is expected at this stage in the 
process that the overall cost could be reduced by £500k which is equivalent to 6% of the 
overall contract value. 
 In order to achieve a reduction in the cost of the Council’s Waste Collection it is likely that 
there will have to be changes made to the contract specification. Under the existing contract, 
residual waste is collected on a fortnightly basis and recyclable waste (glass, cans, plastic 
bottles, food, paper, textiles) is collected on a weekly basis.

2. Legal Implications

a)   Will the proposed savings affect the Council's statutory duties to: 
-   eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation
-   advance equality of opportunity
-   foster good relations between different people from different groups

Yes/No/Potential: Potential

3. Identify Impacts

Will the proposal have a worse impact on any of the following groups of people than 

its impact on the population as a whole?

*Age Service Implication
There is likely to be an impact on communities. A 
detailed impact assessment will be done prior to 
retendering of the waste collection contract.

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

Carers
*Disability
*Gender
*Race
*Religion or Belief

*Sexual Orientation

Socio-economic (e.g. 
people on low incomes)

Other (please state)

a) Service Delivery

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are eight protected characteristics people might 
have, which are listed below*).

*Gender Reassignment
*Pregnancy and Maternity

Final Budget Equality Impact Assessment
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4.   Managing or mitigating the impact

If you have identified any adverse impacts in section 3 are there any ways in 

which you could mitigate the impact - for example, by directing people to 

alternative services?

a)  How will you do this?
This proposal refers to savings in 2015/16

A project board consisting of key officers from across the Council is meeting and a 
specification is being built up. As part of its work-programme it will review/ mitigate 
any impact on communities.

b)   Who will do it?
As above

c)   What are the resource implications?

Within existing budgets

b) Employment Policy  Practices

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are nine protected characteristics our employees 
might have, which are listed below*).

NB: If posts are being deleted, please list how this may affect how the Council ensures that 
its workforce is reflective of the community we serve.  (Please note that if these numbers are 
so small it is important the individuals are not identified).

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

*Age No
*Disability No
*Gender No
*Gender Reassignment No
*Pregnancy and Maternity No
Marriage and Civil 
Partnership

No

*Race No
*Religion or Belief No
*Sexual Orientation No

Justification - If no impact is found

Employment implication
No impact - this is a contracted service.

5.   Consultation and Feedback

This EIA was published on the Council's Intranet and website as an initial budget EIA.  
Following publication it was consulted upon with staff, residents, Trades Unions, 
businesses and other stakeholders including members of the Equality Forum.  From the 
consultation no specific changes or additional actions were required.
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Title of  Option

Further review of Highways and Engineering Service
1.

Brief Description

It is anticipated that a further review of Highways and Engineering will generate savings of £300k 
per annum in 2014/15 and future years.

2.

Rationale For This Option

The Highways and Engineering net budget is in the region of £5.3M in 2013/14, reducing to £4.4M 
in 2014/15 and future years. The overall budget for the service is required to fund all of the 
Council’s relevant costs in relation to street lighting maintenance and energy, traffic, highway 
maintenance, flood improvement, structure, drainage/gullies and the winter service.

The budgets for many of these areas are already under extreme pressure and action is being 
taken in order to ensure that the various costs are contained within the overall budget. In addition 
to this, various savings options are already being implemented or planned (eg Parking) that will 
achieve significant savings in 2013/14 and future years.

In view of the size of the overall budget, it is, however, anticipated that further savings could be 
achieved within the service, particularly in the longer term. The current saving option allows for a 
further reduction of £300k to be made to the overall budget in 2014/15 and future years.

3.

Implementation Strategy For This Option

In order to achieve a further saving of £300k per annum, a base budget review of  Highways and 
Engineering will be conducted during the financial year 2013/14 in order to allow the appropriate 
saving options to be implemented for the start of the financial year 2014/15.

It is anticipated that the review will cover all areas of the budget including (eg Parking, Highways) 
and all of the relevant costs including employee, transport, supplies and services and income. The 
review will consider how services could be delivered in a more cost effective manner, if new 
technology or investment could realize further savings opportunities, and if any work currently 
undertaken could cease.

4.

5. Resource Implications

Directorate: Economy and Environment 2013/14

Staffing Costs 0
Running Costs 0
Other Costs 0
Increased Income 0
Less  Redundancy (if any) 0

0
0

-300,000
0
0

0
0

-300,000
0
0

Financial 

Detail £ £ £

Vacant Posts 0.0
Possible Redundancy 0.0
Possible Redundancy with Early Retirement 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Staffing
FTE FTE FTENo. No. No.

0 -300,000Total -300,000

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Total Posts

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Voluntary Early Retirement 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Less Early Retirement costs 0 0 0
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a) Which service area or function do the proposed savings relate to?

Directorate: Economy and Environment

1. What saving is being proposed?

b) What is the purpose, aim and known outcomes of this service or function?

Delivery of comprehensive highways and engineering service for the Council

c) Please provide details of the savings that are being proposed.

The overall budget for the service is required to fund all of the Council’s relevant costs in 
relation to street lighting maintenance and energy, traffic, highway maintenance, flood 
improvement, structure, drainage/gullies and the winter service.

It is anticipated that a further review of Highways and Engineering could generate savings of 
£300k per annum in 2014/15 and future years.

2. Legal Implications

a)   Will the proposed savings affect the Council's statutory duties to: 
-   eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation
-   advance equality of opportunity
-   foster good relations between different people from different groups

Yes/No/Potential: Potential

3. Identify Impacts

Will the proposal have a worse impact on any of the following groups of people than 

its impact on the population as a whole?

*Age Yes People who are vulnerable and who have restricted/ 
less mobility may be affected by a change to the 
Highway and winter service.

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

Carers No
*Disability Yes People who are vulnerable and who have restricted/ 

less mobility may be affected by a change to the 
Highway and winter service.

*Gender No
*Race No
*Religion or Belief No

*Sexual Orientation No

Socio-economic (e.g. 
people on low incomes)

No

Other (please state) No

a) Service Delivery

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are eight protected characteristics people might 
have, which are listed below*).

*Gender Reassignment No
*Pregnancy and Maternity Yes People who are vulnerable and who have restricted/ 

less mobility may be affected by a change to the 
Highway and winter service.

b) Employment Policy  Practices

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are nine protected characteristics our employees 
might have, which are listed below*).

Final Budget Equality Impact Assessment
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4.   Managing or mitigating the impact

If you have identified any adverse impacts in section 3 are there any ways in 

which you could mitigate the impact - for example, by directing people to 

alternative services?

a)  How will you do this?
The proposal relates to savings in 2014/2015.

The impact of the proposal will be assessed, following the review, to ensure that 
any further service or employment impact is identified and managed/mitigated.

b)   Who will do it?
Management within the service area of the affected person(s), HR and the provider 
of the relevant support.

c)   What are the resource implications?

In relation to employment - this is a corporate offer that has been put in place to 
support staff that are in affected posts

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are nine protected characteristics our employees 
might have, which are listed below*).

NB: If posts are being deleted, please list how this may affect how the Council ensures that 
its workforce is reflective of the community we serve.  (Please note that if these numbers are 
so small it is important the individuals are not identified).

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

*Age A full workforce EIA will be completed if staff become 
affected. Where posts are identified as being at risk, 
efforts will be made to offer additional support and 
alternatives such as redeployment and training 
opportunities.

*Disability
*Gender
*Gender Reassignment
*Pregnancy and Maternity
Marriage and Civil 
Partnership
*Race
*Religion or Belief
*Sexual Orientation

Justification - If no impact is found

5.   Consultation and Feedback

This EIA was published on the Council's Intranet and website as an initial budget EIA.  
Following publication it was consulted upon with staff, residents, Trades Unions, 
businesses and other stakeholders including members of the Equality Forum.  From the 
consultation no specific changes or additional actions were required.
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Title of  Option

Proposed increased cost recovery charge for the collection of clinical waste from Public Health 
agencies / NHS Health family.

1.

Brief Description

Currently we charge public health agencies/NHS for a partial contribution only towards the cost of 
clinical waste collection.  The full service cost for 2013/14 will be £123,150 and that includes 
containers, collection and delivery of all clinical waste.  The service would remain free of charge to 
the general public.

2.

Rationale For This Option

The collection of clinical waste including all hazardous clinical waste and sharps (needles), allows 
residents to leave hospital and receive treatment at home. At the present time, however, a 
significant part of the cost of the service is borne by the Council. The Council is already 
introducing the full charge for the service for schools and the general public and the therefore the 
introduction of the full charge for public health / health family resources will bring it into line with all 
other users of the service.

The overall budget for the directorate is already under extreme pressure and therefore the removal 
of this subsidy will alleviate part of these budget pressures.

3.

Implementation Strategy For This Option

The full charge for the service will be introduced in order to ensure that there is no residual cost 
borne by the Council by the financial year 2014/15 at the latest.

4.

5. Resource Implications

Directorate: Economy and Environment 2013/14

Staffing Costs 0
Running Costs 0
Other Costs 0
Increased Income 0
Less  Redundancy (if any) 0

0
0
0

-60,000
0

0
0
0

-60,000
0

Financial 

Detail £ £ £

Vacant Posts 0.0
Possible Redundancy 0.0
Possible Redundancy with Early Retirement 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Staffing
FTE FTE FTENo. No. No.

0 -60,000Total -60,000

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Total Posts

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Voluntary Early Retirement 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Less Early Retirement costs 0 0 0
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a) Which service area or function do the proposed savings relate to?

Directorate: Economy and Environment

1. What saving is being proposed?

b) What is the purpose, aim and known outcomes of this service or function?

Waste Management Services – collection of clinical waste from residents households.

c) Please provide details of the savings that are being proposed.

The Council currently receives a contribution from the Primary Care Trust towards the cost 
of collecting clinical waste from Calderdale households.  The collection of clinical waste 
including hazardous clinical waste and sharps (needles), allows residents to leave hospital 
and receive treatment at home.

This savings option allows for the Primary Care Trust to contribute the full cost of collecting 
all clinical waste and containers from 01 April 2013.

2. Legal Implications

a)   Will the proposed savings affect the Council's statutory duties to: 
-   eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation
-   advance equality of opportunity
-   foster good relations between different people from different groups

Yes/No/Potential: No

3. Identify Impacts

Will the proposal have a worse impact on any of the following groups of people than 

its impact on the population as a whole?

*Age No
Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

Carers No
*Disability No
*Gender No
*Race No
*Religion or Belief No

*Sexual Orientation No

Socio-economic (e.g. 
people on low incomes)

No

Other (please state) No

a) Service Delivery

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are eight protected characteristics people might 
have, which are listed below*).

*Gender Reassignment No
*Pregnancy and Maternity  No

b) Employment Policy  Practices

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are nine protected characteristics our employees 
might have, which are listed below*).

NB: If posts are being deleted, please list how this may affect how the Council ensures that 
its workforce is reflective of the community we serve.  (Please note that if these numbers are 
so small it is important the individuals are not identified).

Final Budget Equality Impact Assessment
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4.   Managing or mitigating the impact

If you have identified any adverse impacts in section 3 are there any ways in 

which you could mitigate the impact - for example, by directing people to 

alternative services?

a)  How will you do this?
N/A

b)   Who will do it?
N/A

c)   What are the resource implications?

N/A

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

*Age No
*Disability No
*Gender No
*Gender Reassignment No
*Pregnancy and Maternity No
Marriage and Civil 
Partnership

No

*Race No
*Religion or Belief No
*Sexual Orientation No

Justification - If no impact is found

The Council is already introducing a full charge for the service for schools and the general 
public and therefore the introduction of the full charge for the Trust will bring it into line with 
all other users of the service.

5.   Consultation and Feedback

This EIA was published on the Council's Intranet and website as an initial budget EIA.  
Following publication it was consulted upon with staff, residents, Trades Unions, 
businesses and other stakeholders including members of the Equality Forum.  From the 
consultation no specific changes or additional actions were required.
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Title of  Option

Increase in charge for the collection of bulky waste.
1.

Brief Description

The Council introduced a charge of £10 for the collection of bulky waste (from outside a property) 
in November 2012 in order to recover part of the cost of providing the service. It is now proposed 
that the charge should be increased to £15 (£12.50 plus VAT) in order to recover the full cost of 
the service from 01 April 2014.

There are currently over 7,800 requests each year to remove bulky waste and therefore the 
Council will receive income in the region of £117k per annum.

2.

Rationale For This Option

The overall budget for the directorate is under extreme pressure in a number of areas. The 
removal of the subsidy for the service will alleviate part of these budget pressures and provide 
savings to the budget by 2014/15.

3.

Implementation Strategy For This Option

The new charge of £15 will be introduced by 01 April 2014 in order to ensure that there is no 
residual cost met by the Council in the financial year 2014/15.

4.

5. Resource Implications

Directorate: Economy and Environment 2013/14

Staffing Costs 0
Running Costs 0
Other Costs 0
Increased Income 0
Less  Redundancy (if any) 0

0
0
0

-50,000
0

0
0
0

-50,000
0

Financial 

Detail £ £ £

Vacant Posts 0.0
Possible Redundancy 0.0
Possible Redundancy with Early Retirement 0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

Staffing
FTE FTE FTENo. No. No.

0 -50,000Total -50,000

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Total Posts

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

2013/14 2014/15 2015/16

Voluntary Early Retirement 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Less Early Retirement costs 0 0 0
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a) Which service area or function do the proposed savings relate to?

Directorate: Economy and Environment

1. What saving is being proposed?

b) What is the purpose, aim and known outcomes of this service or function?

Waste Management Service – removal of bulky waste items from residents’ households

c) Please provide details of the savings that are being proposed.

 To increase charges for bulky waste.

The Council introduced a charge of £10 for the collection of bulky waste (from outside a 
property) in November 2012 in order to recover part of the cost of providing the service. It is 
now proposed that the charge should be increased to £15 (£12.50 plus VAT) in order to 
recover the full cost of the service from 01 April 2014.   There are currently over 7,800 
requests each year to remove bulky waste and therefore the Council will receive income in 
the region of £117k per annum.

2. Legal Implications

a)   Will the proposed savings affect the Council's statutory duties to: 
-   eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation
-   advance equality of opportunity
-   foster good relations between different people from different groups

Yes/No/Potential: Yes

3. Identify Impacts

Will the proposal have a worse impact on any of the following groups of people than 

its impact on the population as a whole?

*Age Yes People who have restricted/ less mobility or health 
needs may be impacted negatively by the proposed 
change as they will be dependent on this service to 
remove bulky waste.

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

Carers No
*Disability Yes People who have restricted/ less mobility or health 

needs may be impacted negatively by the proposed 
change as they will be dependent on this service to 
remove bulky waste.

*Gender No
*Race No
*Religion or Belief No
Socio-economic (e.g. 
people on low incomes)

Yes Those on benefits or from lower socio-economic 
groups or transient communities may not be able to 
afford the service or be able to dispose of the waste 
for free at the waste transfer stations because they 
do not have their own vehicle/transport. As a 
consequence there is a risk that fly tipping / side 
waste may increase as a result of the charge being 
increased as payment needs to be made fully before 

a) Service Delivery

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are eight protected characteristics people might 
have, which are listed below*).

Final Budget Equality Impact Assessment
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*Sexual Orientation No

collection of the waste.

Other (please state)

4.   Managing or mitigating the impact

If you have identified any adverse impacts in section 3 are there any ways in 

which you could mitigate the impact - for example, by directing people to 

alternative services?

a)  How will you do this?
Advise customers at point of contact, whether online, by phone or face to face, of 
alternatives to bulky collection, particularly if this encourage greater recycling  eg 
ebay, freecycle, charity collections, Household Waste Recycling Centres, ordering 
a bulky collection with neighbours to share the cost. 

If bulky collection is requested to remove excessive household waste, advice can 
be given to encourage use of recycling service and additional recycling containers 
can be provided.

b)   Who will do it?
Customer Service Advisers, online information updated by Waste Management 
Team

c)   What are the resource implications?

Within existing budgets

*Gender Reassignment No
*Pregnancy and Maternity Yes People who have restricted/ less mobility or health 

needs may be impacted negatively by the proposed 
change as they will be dependent on this service to 
remove bulky waste.

b) Employment Policy  Practices

(The Equality Act 2010, states that there are nine protected characteristics our employees 
might have, which are listed below*).

NB: If posts are being deleted, please list how this may affect how the Council ensures that 
its workforce is reflective of the community we serve.  (Please note that if these numbers are 
so small it is important the individuals are not identified).

Protected Characteristic Yes/No If Yes (a negative impact) please state what this may be

*Age No
*Disability No
*Gender No
*Gender Reassignment No
*Pregnancy and Maternity No
Marriage and Civil 
Partnership

No

*Race No
*Religion or Belief No
*Sexual Orientation No

Justification - If no impact is found

Employment Implication
The proposal does not impact on staff.

5.   Consultation and Feedback
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5.   Consultation and Feedback

This EIA was published on the Council's Intranet and website as an initial budget EIA.  
Following publication it was consulted upon with staff, residents, Trades Unions, 
businesses and other stakeholders including members of the Equality Forum.  From the 
consultation no specific changes or additional actions were required.


